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 This is the official Site for Star Wars: Legion! Find out how to play the game and get yourself the right cards by registering to
our site. Star Wars: Legion® is the Legion Starter Set and the two subsequent Starter Sets, giving you three full starter sets of

vehicles, heroes, upgrades, commanders, command cards and everything you need to play your first game of Star Wars: Legion.
WHAT'S IN THE BOX? . You’ll get a collection of cards representing a variety of vehicles, upgrades, heroes, commanders and
command cards. . To equip your AT-ST, you’ll get three special cards to take them out of the starter box. . These cards will help

you master the rules of Star Wars: Legion. . You’ll get a dice. You’ll need a d6 to play. . And a complete rulebook with
illustrations. HOW TO PLAY STAR WARS®: LEGION 1. At the start of your game, you’ll choose a faction. 2. Next, you’ll
choose a leader with a special ability. 3. The rest of the game is a race to assemble your forces, launch your attack and destroy
your opponent’s. LEADERS . The Core Set contains three leaders, plus nine generic command cards. . These command cards

are included in the starter box. The Core Set contains two of them. . The Core Set contains one of them. VEHICLES The Starter
Set contains three war machines: AT-ST, ARC-170 and the Dreadnought. These three vehicles can be used as artillery pieces or
heavy assault forces. . Each of these three vehicles has two troop selection cards, three command cards, and three upgrade cards.

. The Core Set contains one of each of these. . The Core Set contains three of each. . The Core Set contains two of each of
these. HEROES The Core Set contains two heroic figures: Boba Fett and Rey (not available in the starter box). These figures

can play either defensive or offensive roles, based on your strategy. . Boba Fett, Rey and their command cards can be found in
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